
Options for the way forward at Grand Forks Wesley 

Things to remember:  1) There are no guarantees, there may be a “that didn’t work, now what” moment  2) Some 
options take more energy than others, so you have to assess your capacity in people and time resources.   

3) All the options share a need to move on from the existing building (as you identified as a church in your April 2021 
Church Charge Conference) 4) You will see the future more clearly as you take steps forward. 

1. Restart/Relaunch as a new congregation 
a. Goal: to start a new life cycle for Wesley UMC by utilizing the time and talent of its current members to 

reach new people for Jesus in Grand Forks. Starting a new church beginning with the core of Wesley. 

b. Official Requirements 

i. Working with our Director of New Church Development and a specific coach to launch the new 

church that would be created. 

ii. Funds: Book of Discipline paragraph 2543.3 allows for an exception on the use of the funds from 

a sale of a building with the specific intent of congregational redevelopment (restart/relaunch). 

This involves official a 3-5 year plan and working with director of New Church Development. 

c. Next Steps/what to expect (not exhaustive) 

i. Working with Director of New Church Development and coach to develop the plan – this will 

determine the next steps/benchmarks for new contacts – growing the base and learning the 

mission field 

ii. Place: determine the next temporary place to be as the project develops; sell the building as this 

is the main source of funding the restart.  

2. Explore Vital Merger (process and information outlined in the book “Vital Merger” by Dirk Elliot) 

a. Goal – to make new disciples for Jesus Christ by creating a new church through joining together two 

existing congregations who will have a new location, mission, vision and pastor etc. once the merger 

process is completed.  

b. Official Requirements  

i. Both congregations agree to the 12 commitments of a vital merger and to follow the vital 

merger process (see addendum documents) 

ii. Book of Discipline paragraph 2546 

1. Merger proposed to all charge conferences involved that states terms and conditions of 

the proposed merger.   

2. Churches vote to merge at separate church charge conference meetings. The vote 

includes all the terms and conditions of the merger.  

3. The District Superintendent and cabinet must approve. 

4. Merger plan must comply with state and local laws. 

5. Archives/records become the responsibility of the new church. 

c. Next Steps/what to expect (not an exhaustive list) 

i. Work begins immediately on the process of vital merger using the checklist as a guide.  This 

must include inquiry with Zion to see if they are at all interested in the process and 

commitments that they would have to make. 

ii. Selling the building becomes less important at this stage; rather looking to do your best in the 

merger process must be the focus of your time and energy. 

1. Funds for building sales are restricted by the Book of Discipline paragraph 2543.1 and 

can only be used for a building. You would save the funds to combine them with Zion’s 

at the sale of their property to purchase your new location as a merged new church. 

iii. What happens/what’s the plan if merger isn’t an option from Zion’s perspective?  

  



 

3. Relocate as Wesley UMC 
a. Goal: Maintain the current church community by moving to a new location/building that is right-sized 

for needs of the congregation. Future hope being that getting away from the anchor of the current 

facility would provide opportunity for stability, rebuilding, and dreaming within Wesley Church.  

b. Official Requirements 

i. Living within your means financially-this means right-sizing not only your building, but also 

budgets, staff, pastoral leadership etc.  

ii. Funds: Funds for building sales are restricted by the Book of Discipline paragraph 2543.1, so you 

may only use those funds for rent or purchase of property. 

c. Next Steps/what to expect (not exhaustive) 

i. Place: Work hard to determine the next place for Wesley. Sell the building ASAP as this is the 

main source of funding the relocation. It may involve a temporary landing spot so that you can 

maximize funds from the building sale and find the best new location. 

ii. Work to determine what right-sized means at this point in the life of Wesley and create the plan. 

4. Legacy 
a. Goal: For Wesley to provide the legacy gift, through formally closing, to start a new church in Grand 

Forks that is reaching new people for Jesus in the future. 

b. Requirements 

i. Work with Ds to determine closing timeline including charge conference meetings and final 

service/celebrations.  

ii. The remaining assets: any funds (including sale of the building), and reserves etc. are forwarded 

as a legacy gift. The legacy gift would be used by the Dakotas Annual Conference to plant a new 

church in Grand Forks. For perspective: it will take a minimum of 1.5 million to start a new 

church. 

iii. If the building doesn’t sell before the final service, the Dakotas Conference Board of Trustees 

becomes responsible for liquidating the assets.  

c. Next Steps/what to expect (not exhaustive) 

i. Work with DS to determine the timeline. 

ii. Hold the Church Conference. 

iii. Celebrate the 150+ years of ministry 


